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ABSTRACT The growth of internet era leads to a major transformation in a storage of data and accessing

the applications. One such new trend that promises the endurance is the Cloud computing. Computing

resources offered by the Cloud includes the servers, networks, storage, and applications,all as services.

With the advent of Cloud, a single application is delivered as a metered service to numerous users, via an

Application Programming Interface (API) accessible over the network. The services offered via the Cloud

are such as the infrastructure,software, platform, database and web services. The main motivation of this

application model is to provide computationally secure key generation to protect the data via encryption.

This key generation in the cryptography process falls into three categories in this research work. In the

first part, SVM based encryption service model is constructed for which the key generation is from the

conventional encryption operation mode with some improvements. To make the process more complex, the

optimization techniques are taken into account for the key generation in descendant two methods application

model that acts computationally more secure specifically for Cloud environment. The results of security

analysis confirm the effectiveness of the proposed application model withstands potentially against various

attacks such as Chosen Cipher Attack, Chosen Plain text Attack indistinguishable attacks for files. In case

of images, it resists well against statistical and differential attacks. Comparative Analysis shows evidence

of the efficiency of the developed pioneering application model quality and strength compared with that of

the existing services..

INDEX TERMS Block Chaining, Cryptosystem, Cloud Computing, Symmetric Key, Cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Computer Network is defined as a heterogeneous sys-

tem, consisting of loosely coupled nodes and devices that

share resources among one another through a data link.

The communication and coordination between the nodes

are handled by passing messages [12], [13]. The computer

networks support numerous applications, storage, servers and

transmit the data by means of diverse transmission medi-

ums. The structure of a computer network consists of three

main components, like the source and destination nodes, the

medium through which the information is shared and finally

an agreed communication protocols between the nodes for
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transmission. Conventional network models are categorized

into two forms: Centralized and distributed. In the centralized

model, a set of computers and devices are interconnected

with one another and controlled by the master computer,

through which the communication takes place [24]. In the

scenario of distributed computing, loosely coupled systems

are interconnected by a communication network and have

no centralized control. Advancement in modern internet skill

permits hardware and software reserves as application Ser-

vices, that can be delivered through Cloud based on the

requirement. Cloud offers various services including soft-

ware, infrastructure, platform, database etc. This shared pool

of resources is offered as application services that can be

accessed remotely besides the geographical locations [16].

The most interesting advantage of using Cloud services

is that it offers resources on necessity as pay-as-you use

metered services [46]. Its location-independent storage fa-

cilities, all the way through several cloud data centres, are

another function of using cloud services. The Security-as a-

Service that recommends the user to encrypt data through

application models is one of the recent innovations in the

Cloud computing paradigm. There is a lack of protection

in existing Cloud Computing security models services that

offers encryption as one source to the users. The file contains

the sensitive information can encrypted when it is centralized

into the servers or transferred over network to protect it

from security related issues. Therefore, a new data security

application model is introduced, that prevails over various

security threats to the data transferred between communica-

tion medium by enabling encryption mechanisms [31]. High

profiled encryption algorithm is applied to data for ease of

access and authenticated access. Confidential information

needs high authentication to protect it from unauthorized

attacks. The multi-tenancy model and the pooled computing

resources in computing have introduced new security chal-

lenges. Various security mechanisms like authentication, dig-

ital signatures, and cryptographic algorithms are used to pro-

tect data from unauthorized attacks. Achieving security with

low cost computation is integral part of cryptography for both

symmetric and asymmetric processes; key generation is the

crucial step. Based on the efficiency of the key, the algorithm

quality and strength will be defined. Various metrics such

as the key length, number of keys, their mutual arrangement

combinations provides better security. Authentication of the

data is more important since it is shared among large number

of users at same time [37]. Encryption mechanism defends

the data from unauthorized access. The information shared

may be a medical image or may be the patient health records

as documents, or may be the spreadsheet files. In current era,

images are widely used as a medium to share information

over public networks in secured manner [21], [44]. Basically,

the image encryption algorithms are divided into two, full

encryption and partial encryption and works in blocks. The

block ciphers are allowed to work on block of bits as well as

bytes at a time for processing. The security-as-a-service of-

fers an application model that encrypts different type of files
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Cloud Services run

within an enterprise

own Data Center.
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vate services are insuf-
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FIGURE 1. Cloud deployment models.

converted to unintelligible [23]. Almost for all applications,

the provider must guarantee their infrastructure is secure and

data remains safe. Major issues like intrusions, modification

or alteration of the data, hacking of data etc threatens the

availability, authenticity, and confidentiality of the data will

be resisted by utilizing this newly designed Cloud service

model [4]. The Cipher Block Chaining operation mode is the

base for all the three new developed algorithms and focused

much. Finally, varied tools used for the cryptanalysis are

precisely stated in this work [25].

In present decade the distributed computing is widely used

in many forms and seeks more attention towards security of

the data being transferred. Network security standards and

measures are enforced to protect both the data-in-transit and

data-at-rest. The goal of security mechanisms is to resist

the data from unauthorized accessing and attacks thwart

hacking. The NIST (National Institute of Standards and

Technology), Confidentiality assures that the information

disclosed to unauthorized entities. Integrity assures that the

intended data are changed by authorized entity only [45] [33].

Authenticity verifies the identity of entities is either valid

or not. Authorization is the privilege that enable access to

the resources by ensuring the individuality [30]. Figure 9

represents cloud deployment models.

A. NETWORK SECURITY CHALLENGE

There exist a lot of issues and challenges regarding the

privacy of data being transferred through the open medium.

Security mechanisms of the network are both captivating and

difficult [22]. Before designing a security mechanism or an

algorithm, the developer should concentrate on the prospec-

tive attacks on that security algorithm. Every algorithm is

able to resist varied attacks based on its own properties and

selection of intended algorithm based on the requirement

is a major task to be competing by the developer [14].

Subsequently, continuous monitoring is essential to protect

data from attacks [18]. General architecture diagram for

cloud security is given in figure 2.

The attacks that jeopardize the network are broadly clas-

sified either as active or passive attack. An attack is said

to be active if it is capable of altering the system resources

or affecting its operations. The passive attack, are geared

to gather information as opposed to gain the access to that

information [35]. The attacks such as denial of service,
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Figure 1: Cloud deployment models.
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FIGURE 2. General Architecture diagram for Cloud Security.

breaking into the site, Data breach, resource usage, deception

belong to active cadre while the sniffing, network traffic,

sensitive information gathering belong to passive attacks

cadre [41]. Data security is the vital goal of network security

mechanisms. Data includes all forms such as the plain text

file, Images in varied formats and sizes and multimedia files.

The transmission of data through the communication channel

without disclosure is the main task. In state of art, there exists

lot of security mechanisms such as Cryptography, Steganog-

raphy, Access control Policies, Authentication mechanisms,

Digital signature etc to avoid unauthorized threats and vul-

nerabilities. Among these protective measures, cryptography

is the most widely used mechanism to protect data from

intruders [3].

B. CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS

Mathematical algorithms are employed to change the user

defined message (Plain text) into inarticulate format called

as Cipher text. The art and science of protecting data using

the mathematical algorithms are named as Cryptography. The

cryptography is broadly classified into two categories based

on the key such as the Symmetric Key Cryptography and

Asymmetric Key Cryptography. Symmetric algorithms are

traditional algorithms in which a single key is employed

for both encipher and decipher process. Asymmetric key

algorithms use public key for the encryption and private key

for the decryption [26].

The cryptographic process has three dimensions: the type

of operation performed to convert the plain text, the total

number of keys used by the algorithm and the way in which

the data is processed. The data processing is again classified

either as blocks or as streams. Various cryptanalytic attacks

in current scenario are cipher text only, known plain text,

chosen plain text, chosen cipher text, chosen text, brute

force, dictionary attack etc. The cryptographic algorithms

offer various degrees of security to the data in the network.

The potential of an algorithm depends on how well it resists

against attacks and its complexity to compute. In decreasing

order of the severity, there are four ways to hack the data

such as a total break, global deduction, local deduction and

information deduction [6]. Different components for cloud

security are represented in figure 3 [1]. Security algorithm

falls into two types: an algorithm is said to be computation-

ally weak or computationally strong. The computationally

weak cryptographic algorithm allows the intruder to know

some part of cipher data but cannot break the data with

existing resources. In the scenario of the computationally

strong algorithm, the intruder has less degree of familiarity

with the cipher data. The ultimate goal of the cryptographic

process is to protect data from disclosure by enforcing strong

algorithms to defend the threats and vulnerabilities [36].

Data Production Architecture

Incident response

Govername
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Trust

Identity and Access

Compliance

FIGURE 3. General Architecture diagram for Cloud Security.

C. CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing, a form of distributed computing, in which

the user can access application at anytime despite of place

of access, by their linked services. It is the technology that

contains a shared pool of resources, offered to the users,

on-demand as metered service. In cloud computing, every

resource is provided as services. The cloud computing is

basically evolved from the grid, utility computing services

and applications subscribed through the networks [15] [34].

Cloud offers services through the cloud application models.

These models can be categorized as public cloud, private

cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud. The cloud com-

puting architecture consists of two identical sections in which

one is for the client interaction and another is for the cloud

service providers [8].

The main objective of this proposed work is to provide an

interesting application model offered as cloud service for

data protection. This application model is designed in such

a way to resist vulnerabilities and threats that jeopardize

the data being transferred through an open communication

medium. This could be possible with the strong crypto-

graphic schemes with strong key generation mechanism. The

application service, constructed in this research work consists

of three different cryptographic algorithms with optimized

key generations. A web service is built by combining these

cryptographic processes and deployed in cloud as a service

to encrypt assorted data types.

The reminder of this work is organized as follows. Section

II, previous block chaining concept security and its related

work, Section III discussed to proposed system Mechanism

with an key Strategy, section IV presents proposed encryp-

tion Mechanism and existing systems experimental results

comparison. Finally, section fifth provides the concluding

remarks and future scope of the work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Security is the process of protecting an object from unautho-

rized access. This security may be a physical state security

else the theoretical state security. Protecting the messages or
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FIGURE 4. Symmetric Cryptosystem.

the data found in the network against various risks requires

constant monitoring. The risk is defined as the collection

of a combination of threats and vulnerabilities that affects

the messages transferred via the network [8]. Three key

principles of network security are Confidentiality Integrity

Availability (CIA). When, there is a need to secure the in-

formation from unauthorized access then the confidentiality

is required there. If an individual succeeds in breaking the

site and steal the encrypted information then the integrity of

the information is compromised. If any larger organizations

would be severely damaged and there is no network com-

missioned for longer duration, then availability becomes a

key concern [17] [9]. The explained Protection of data while

transferred via the communication medium is the prime focus

by researchers all over the world [2]. The data protection

techniques available in the literature are such as creating

a data usage policy, access control mechanisms, encryption

techniques, by hardening the endpoints and network infras-

tructure, by physically securing the working environment,

periodical backing up of data, by enforcing compliance and

by validating the processes etc [10] [29]. Attacks are clas-

sified into two major divisions termed as Active attacks and

Passive attacks. An active attack involves a deliberate action

on the data to gain access to the data thereafter and highly

harmful. On the other hand, the passive attack, are employed

only to gather any information related to the messages shared

and these are easier to detect. The following table 1 shows

the list of active and passive attacks. The main suggested,

the cloud service provider must guarantee the service level

agreements and security to the data in the cloud. The security

standards are enforced to avoid disclosure of the data trans-

ferred by the cloud. Rather than the private cloud model, all

other three application models depend on the third party as

the service provider that leads to the development of security

mechanisms [28]. Data protection or data privacy is the vital

need of every computing paradigm. Specifically, in the area

of cloud computing, the third party operates and manages the

data; thereby the security of the user data may be breached

in the cloud computing archetype. One of the processes of

protecting the data through the cloud is by encrypting the data

and made it inarticulate [32] [39].

The security and privacy of data attains its more critical

importance when a large number of organizations and en-

terprises use the open communication medium to transfer

their messages. The confidentiality and integrity of the data

must be guaranteed by the internet service providers at this

scenario. Many security mechanisms and techniques have

been found by the researchers to ensure the security of data.

Among them, cryptography is the Science of keeping the data

secure, by enciphering the data to an inarticulate format [10].

The Cryptographic algorithms are characterized by three

dimensions, named as encryption, key generation, and the

decryption. The Cryptographic algorithms should ensure

the confidentiality, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation,

and non-replay to the data being transferred through the com-

munication medium represented in Rodrigues et al (2017)

[2]. The following table 2 categorizes the type of security

mechanism to achieve varied services.

The Symmetric key algorithm uses Feistel structure for the

encryption and decryption process. The knowledge of design

principles of the block cipher and a stream cipher is necessary

to decide which is to be implemented for the encryption

based on the need. Most of the symmetric key encryption al-

lows block cipher encryption where some other allows stream

ciphers. The differences between two cipher models were

discussed below in the following sections explained. Figure

2 and table 3 shows the list of symmetric key algorithms that

are widely used. The block size of 64-bit, 128-bit, and 256-bit

is in use. Block ciphers break up the plain text into chunks,

combine the key with the chunks and produces cipher text for

the same length of chunks. Some algorithms that work on the

principle of block ciphers are Blowfish etc. The block chain

is the capability to actions a single message restrict at a time

and produces cipher data simultaneously [40] [5].

The block cipher modes were created to keep from having the

same plain content block always encrypting the same cipher

content block. Such blocks are called as reversible, or non-

singular. The block diagram is shown in figure 2. If the order

of sequence changes then the whole stream will be collapsed.

Padding is not required in the stream ciphers; they can be

of any length. There are numerous stream ciphers and most

of them worked on the principle of generating random keys

as the seed for the generators presented. Then the stream of

plain text is exclusively-ORed with the plain text stream and

cipher text is created and its structure is presented. [19]. The

conventional encryption operations work on block ciphers

and encrypt the user define plain text to unreadable form. A

block ciphers, obtains fixed-length block size, key size and

in turn produces fixed-length cipher blocks [20]. When the

plain text data length exceeds the fixed block size, then it is

spliced and encryption operation is done. Block ciphers can

be applied by five different modes of operations as defined by

the NIST (SP 800-38A). This consortium recommends five

confidentiality encryption operation modes for symmetric

block cipher encryption.This work provides a brief intro-

duction to the network security issues and challenges along

with threats and vulnerabilities present in the transmission

medium. A proposed the cryptographic algorithms applied to

defend the attacks are discussed in detail in this work.The

Cipher Block Chaining operation mode is the base for all the

three new developed algorithms and focused much. Finally,

varied tools used for the cryptanalysis are precisely stated in

this work.
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TABLE 1. List of active and passive attacks explained in [22]

Active Attacks Passive Attacks

Intelligence Gathering Information gathering

Breaking the site and steal the information Passwords Hacking

Denial of Service Sniffing the packets

Deception Network Traffic

Resource Usage Sensitive information modification

TABLE 2. Service offered by the security mechanisms result in Ali Dorri Salil

S (2017) [10]

Security Mechanism Services Offered

Cryptography Confidentiality

Digital Signature Verification and Digital Certificates Authentication

Identity Management Integrity

Message Digest and Digital Signature Non-Repudiation

Hash Technique, Encryption and Digital Signatures Non-replay

TABLE 3. List of some symmetric key algorithms

Algorithm Length of the Key (in Bits)

Triple Data Encryption Standard(3DES) 64/112/168

Advanced Encryption Standard(AES) 128/192/256

IDEA 64/128

Blowfish 32-448

CAST-128 32/128

RC4 40/256

RC5 32/64/128

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Business enterprises, Public sectors and the government

organizations looking forward for better information tech-

nology architecture, to provide agile services to the clients

with extended scalability. Cloud computing, a democratiza-

tion computing potentially establish in its own way in this

digital decade and has grown energetically in the field of

information technology. Cloud computing gains its name as

a metaphor for the network services. The democratization

computing facility enables the potential to scale for any appli-

cation. The cryptographic approach consists of the 4 neces-

sary components namely the plain image/text, cryptosystem,

cipher image/text and the key. They are described in table.

Generally, Cloud Computing refers to the applications as

well as the services run on the distributed network by using

virtualized resources that are accessed via the virtualized

middle ware architecture, networking standards and internet

protocols [11]. More specifically, Cloud computing is an

evolving archetype in which computing is migrating from

personal computers to large centrally managed data centers.

The NIST defines, Cloud computing as the internet based

computing where the shared servers virtually provide service,

software, infrastructure, platform, and other devices and re-

sources to the customers as a metered service.

The Cryptographic algorithms are characterized by three

dimensions, named as encryption, value generation, and de-

cryption. Cryptographic approaches should ensure the con-

fidentiality, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation, and

non-replay to the data being transferred through the commu-

nication medium. The following table categorizes the type of

security mechanism to achieve varied services [38]. Cloud

computing archetype offers the resources to its users as ser-

vices. It includes various services such as platform, software,

database, protection and infrastructure. The foremost chal-

lenge ahead of the cloud computing paradigm is the cloud

data security. It is broadly classified as user authentication,

data protection and data breach. The data in the storage,

either in the server or at user level should be secured from

unauthorized access.Cloud computing has all the threats and

vulnerabilities associated with the network and also other

threats from the pooled, shared and virtualized services.

Various circumstances, where there is a need for data security

in cloud services are such as Datain- transit, Data-at-rest,

accounting procedures, locking down networks, application

software used, middle ware incorporated, Data Lineage, Data

remanence, and host security. Network security related risks

are also related to the cloud [27].

This work explain Support Vector Machine Algorithm is that

protocol is population and vector based and makes use of

the producer-scrounger model and the Data security. The

Producer-scrounger is that design of optimal search scheme

which owes its inspiration to animal security behavior and

also group living theories [43]. To ensure that it is not

forced into the local minimum, the Support Vector Machine

Algorithm uses ranger foraging method. The Support Vector

Machine Algorithm protocol is referred to as a group and all

individuals are members.

The Support Vector Machine Algorithm is referred to as a

group and all individuals are members.

• Pheromone value-It is given by the measure of ant that

chose demo in recent times.

• Heuristic-It is a issues based measure the encryption.

The choose the trail with the maximum pheromone density

and heuristic behaviour.A time variant social and cognitive

element will enhance the capacity of this protocol for a

encryption.Information pass through any computing medium

needs utmost security to protect it from unauthorized threats

and attacks. In the present era, almost all the fields including

medical transcriptions, educational institutions, Government

institutions, private enterprises utilize the Cloud block chain-

ing services [42].

A. TEXT DATA CRYPTOSYSTEM

So for improving the performance of the performance of

the SVM the previous stopping strategies are suggested. The

rate of error validation has been watched the encryption
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TABLE 4. Attack types attempted over the encrypted message

Attack Type Possibilities known to the Cryptanalyst

Known Plaintext

1. Algorithm processed for the encryption of data
2. The cipher text retrieved
3. Pairs of plain text and cipher text along with secret key

Chosen Plain text

1. Algorithm processed for the encryption of data
2. The cipher text retrieved
3. Plain text together with the subsequent cipher text
and key is chosen by the cryptanalysts.

Chosen Cipher text

1. Algorithm processed for the encryption of data
2. The cipher text retrieved
3. Cipher text together with subsequent plain text and
key chosen by the cryptanalysts.

Chosen Text

1. Algorithm processed for the encryption of data
2. The cipher text retrieved
3. Cipher text together with subsequent plain text and
key chosen by the cryptanalysts.
4. Plain text together with subsequent cipher text and
key chosen by the cryptanalysts.

Cipher text Only
1. Encryption Algorithm to alter the data
2. Cipher text Retrieved

TABLE 5. Essential components of the cryptographic system

Components Description

Plain text Original intelligible message fed as input to the cryptographic process

Encryption Algorithm Various permutations and substitutions on the given plain text

Key A Secrete values used by the mathematical in encryption and decryption

Cipher text
Scrambled or inarticulate text produced as the output of the
cryptographic process

Decryption process
The revoke of the encryption approach is decryption. It consists of
mathematical algorithms key to producing the new plain image/text back.

Cryptography The science mathematics of placing the information as protected

Cryptanalys The science algorithm of separate the cipher image/text

Cryptanalyst The practitioners to Cryptanalysis

Cryptology The class of mathematics combining both the cryptanalysis

TABLE 6. Service offered by the block chain security mechanisms

Security Mechanism Services Offered

Cryptography Confidentiality

Digital Signature Verification
and Digital Certificates

Authentication

Identity Management Integrity

Message Digest and Digital Signature Non-Repudiation

Hash Technique, Encryption
and Digital Signatures

Non-replay

period. If the error of validation takes place for a particular

set iterations process the training to final. As explained in

the section the primary conversion of data is done and their

values are placed respectively in the matrix.

It is the responsibility of Cloud service provider, to main-

tain the standards, policies and security level agreements

to its users in a robust way. Security Challenges in the

Cloud paradigm include various attacks Initialization Vector,

Chosen-Plain text, Cipher Attack, indistinguishably Attacks,

Brute-Force attacks, differential and statistical attacks in data

encryption [42]. Cloud offers a lot of services regarding the

security such as protection service, Encryption service etc.

Network security standards and policies are used for the pro-

tection of data and other information stored in the computers.

In the distributed computing scenario, three concepts embody

Input Data

Binary Bits

Fill to 8X8 Matrix

Initialization Vector

ICBc Key Generation

PRNG Key Generation

Sub-Optimal Key Generation

Chiper Block Text

Enciphered Text Block in Binary

ASCII Code

Cipher Text

FIGURE 5. Block Diagram of Text Encryption.

the fundamental security objectives namely the confidential-

ity, Integrity, and availability. Confidentiality involves two

important aspects Data privacy and authenticity. The fore-

most challenge regarding the network security is the attacks

that compromise the authenticity of the data owned by the

users. Figure 6 explain general proposed system architecture

diagram cipher block chain methods. The first and foremost

requirement is to verify the type of data which is to be

transferred, the type of encryption mechanism applied for the

encipherment of the data and the chance of attacks. These

limitations are motivated to develop and deploy a crypto-

graphic mechanism as security service, that is to be offered

as an application model by the cloud service providers which
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TABLE 7. Mathematical symbols and their descriptions for proposed bio-Inspired encryption algorithm

Symbol Description

⊕ XOR (Exclusive Disjunction Operator)

Zxy Matrix with x,y Elements (x-row, y-column)

Yin = Y 1

0
,Y 2

1
,Y 3

2
,....,Y 8

7
X = Ist Matrix , i=Bits form 0-7, n=Elements 1-8

Yin = Y 1

0
,Y 2

1
,Y 3

2
,....,Y 8

7
Y= IInd Matrix , i=Bits form 0-7, n=Elements 1-8

R= RR
n0

, RR
n1

, RR
n2

... RR
n255

Red Channel (R) with pixel elements 0-255

G =GG
n0
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FIGURE 6. Architecture of RGB Color Image Encryption and Decryption.

resists these vulnerabilities [7].

In the block cipher algorithms, the plain text data should

be indicated as sequence of bit strings and the cipher text

produced will also results Bit-Stream Generation Algorithm

Key Cipher text Plain text Encryption Bit-Stream Generation

Algorithm Key Plain text as sequence of bit strings. Among

all these classifiers, SVM classifier is predicting an opti-

mal hyperplane, which is linearly, separates all the features

vectors, by projecting on higher dimensional space. SVM

classifier that calculate the outcome of the unknown sample,

by calculating the distance between the unknown point and

its nearest neighbor point. Compared with conventional clas-

sification methods, SVM is used to minimize the empirical

training error, minimize. Finally SVM classifier provides

better results compared with other two methods. The psude

code implementation for SVM explained in figure ??.The

type of data being stored in the cloud takes varied forms

such as the text, images, executable files, PDF,library files

etc. The cloud service should be capable of resist the attacks

on these data when transferred through cloud. In the arena

of cloud computing, the third party designs and operates

the infrastructure, which rises to the chance of disclosure

to the data. The cloud service provider should guarantee the

authenticity of the data to be stored or be transferred.

The protection of data is the primary focus of this re-

search work. A new cryptographic algorithm is coined in

key sizes. The key generation decides the effectiveness of

the algorithm, among the three algorithms constructed, in the

first algorithm key generation is based on the conventional

encryption operation mode and the other two algorithms key

generation for encryption is based on optimization technique.

Finally, a cloud application model that combines the three

cryptographic algorithms and offers it as a security service

to the users on cloud is deployed. The application service

designed in this research work performs better for protecting

the data when stored or transmitted in cloud computing

environment.

The also main contribution is the proposed system of Opti-

mized mechanism using the swarm Optimization algorithm.

The structure and construction of this enhanced application

model using the genetic algorithm for optimized key gener-

ation process are explained and its experimental results are

verified for varied types of data.security proof for the three

cryptographic algorithms constructed and the performance

analysis of these algorithms based on several metrics are

elaborated. It is presented with security and performance

analyses for varied data types. Comparative analysis is done

between the three proposed cryptographic algorithms and

also with existing algorithms.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The proposed methodology is applied by making use of

matlab2013a on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2410M CPU 2.30GHz

and 16 GB RAM. The performance evaluation of the re-

searcher’s proposed Support Vector Machine based opti-

mized tree strategy is done on particular security since

it affects lifetime motion inability. The statement of facts

relating to jaundice data is collected from different unsorted

sources in various ways.Table 8 explain the image encryption

for varies image data with varied key formats and table 10

explain the image encryption for varies text data with varied

key sizes.

Keys are the vital component, decide the quality of encryp-

tion. In this research work, we concentrate on developing

a cryptographic algorithm, with strong key generation. In

this newly constructed algorithm, three various pairs of

key are generated, based on conventional encryption and

optimization techniques. This research work paysan atten-

tion in developing and deploying an application model that

offers security. This application model is developed with the

objective to afford security services for data by means of

SVM cryptographic algorithms that resist the several attacks

in block chaining. Proposed system also provides the security

to varied data that includes text files, Images, and Multimedia
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Algorithm 1: SVM based Cipher strategy

Result: Cipher image

1) Set environment, as N->number of seeds = 1945 and get Parents value ;

2) Set random seed streams for N limitation and initialize Mutation Rate= 03;

for i = 1 to length (Parents) do

1) Child = PopulationParents (i) ;

2) Mutation_Points = Find (random value (1 to length (child) < Mutation Rate) ;

3) range = Population_lnitial_Ramge;

4) Lower level = range (1, 1 to column) ;

5) Upper level = range (2, 1 to column) ;

6) Span_level = Upper level - Lower level;

7) ChildMutation Points = Lower level + random value (1 to length (Mutation_Points)) * Span_level;

if size (Child) = size (Unique_Value (Child)) then

break loop;

else

Goto step 5 ;

end

end

Files.

A. TEXT ENCRYPTION

Security and encryption both terms are interchangeably take

part throughout the proposed research. The SVM encryp-

tion, application model imposes a new cryptographic based

service that converts the user defined content to unintelli-

gible format. Quality and strength of the newly designed

cryptographic algorithm in this research work is analyzed

by the key used for the process. This application model ex-

tensively concentrates on the construction of key generation

that is computationally secure. Computationally, as the term

defines,the key used for the cryptographic process should

encompass two important criteria the cost of breaking the

cipher data exceed the value of the information encrypted and

the time required to break the cipher should surpass the entire

life span of the information. Table 10 display the varies file

encryption and decryption results according to the key size

and file types.

The main objectives of this application model are to pro-

vide computationally secure key generation to protect the

data via encryption. This key generation in the cryptographic

process falls into three categories in this research work. In the

part, SVM encryption service model is constructed for which

the key generation is from the conventional encryption oper-

ation mode with some improvements. To make the process

more complex, the optimization techniques are taken into

account for the key generation in descendant two methods.

Altogether the three methods are assembled as the SVM

security, application model that acts computationally more

secure specifically for Cloud environment.

B. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The performance of the application model service including

three various encryption schemes is analyzed using several

metrics for statistical attacks, differential attacks etc. The

following objectives behind this proposed algorithm is to

minimize the execution time and to produce sub-optimal keys

for cryptographic process.Designing this SVM algorithm is

to minimize the execution time and storage space capacity. In

proposed cloud computing techniques, the space complexity

is prominent issue; it is almost minimized with by converting

the contents to binary bits in this method. Cloud computing

has all the threats and vulnerabilities associated with the

network and also other threats from the pooled, shared and

visualized services. Various circumstances, where there is

a need for data security in cloud services are such as Data

in-transit, Data-at-rest, accounting procedures, locking down

networks, application software used, middle ware incorpo-

rated, Data Lineage, Data permanence, and host security.

Table ?? shows the variations in time seconds between the

existing GA and proposed SVM algorithms for varied key

sizes. Three most important component of the cryptography

mechanism is encryption, key generation, and decryption.

The cryptographic algorithm designed should be capable of

performing security related renovation, in such a way that

the adversary should not overwhelm. The proposed block

chain cloud service should be capable of resist the attacks

on these data when transferred through cloud. In the arena

of cloud computing, the third party design sand operates

the infrastructure, which rises to the chance of disclosure to

the data also text encryption time need to elaborate system

functions.

Figure 7 explain the proposed system in terms of 64

bits, 128 bits, and 256 bits of key sized to resulting time

of encryption are displayed. Our proposed system clearly

indicate the better result in the form of all three types of key
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TABLE 8. Encryption and decryption of varied type image data

Key size Input images Encrypted image Decrypted image

64 bits

64 bits

128 bits

128 bits

256 bits

256 bits

values.The proposed cloud service provider should guarantee

the authenticity of the data to be stored or be transferred.

Main aim of designing proposed algorithms is to mini-

mize the execution time and maximizes the scalability. The

application service designed in this research work performs

better for protecting the data when stored or transmitted

in cloud computing environment. Notable feature of this

contribution is that, key optimization is done by the nature
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TABLE 9. Encryption and decryption of varied type text data

Key size File Size Input Text Data Encrypted Data Decrypted Data

64 bits 126000 (in bytes)

128 bits 45900 (in bytes)

256 bits 85300 (in bytes)

TABLE 10. Encryption and Decryption of varied Files

File Size (in Bytes) File Type Key Size Encryption Time (in ms) Decryption Time (in ms)

30706 Executable 128 bits 4.912 4.933

423195 DLL 64 bits 4.8 4.91

774018 Document 128 bits 1.02 1.24

1996745 PDF 64 bits 1.9 2.1

157604818 AVI 256 bits 4.983 5.867

TABLE 11. Comparative analysis of text encryption for varied Key size

2*Key Sizes 2*File Size (Bytes) Encryption Time(ms)

GA Algorithm SVM algorithm

64 bits 85300 0.079 0.058

128 bits 85300 0.048 0.031

256 bits 85300 0.013 0.011

inspired SVM algorithm.The experimental results demon-

strate that the proposed application model outperforms tradi-

tional cloud encryption services by analyzing several metrics

such as entropy and chi-square test. This work, application

model deployed in this research work is comprised of the

new cryptographic algorithms and its implementation, access

control grants details are listed and experimental results are

described in concise.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of security analysis confirm the effectiveness

of the proposed application model withstands potentially

against various attacks such as Chosen Cipher Attack, Cho-

sen plain text attack indistinguishably attacks for files. In case

of images, it resists well against statistical and differential at-

tacks. Comparative Analysis shows evidence of the efficiency

of the developed pioneering application model quality and

strength compared with that of the existing services. Security

mechanism like the cryptography that protects data from

unauthenticated access is explained in brief. Cloud comput-

ing fundamentals and its application models are discussed in

crisp. Data security in cloud computing is focused primarily,

and the motivation behind this research work is presented.

From the result part provide the comparison between the

existing and proposed system design explained the execution

time and scalability of result are provided, proposed encryp-

tion methods are suitable for both image and text encryp-

tion standard.the security proof for the three cryptographic

algorithms constructed and the performance analysis of these

algorithms based on several metrics are elaborated.It is pre-

sented with security and performance analyses for varied data

types.
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